Letters... Secretariat adds 21 frosh
(Continued from Page 4)

challenged the Institute with is
what will they do with those dis-
place?
I hope your articles will serve
to show the handwritings on the
wall to students in fraternities
and appartments who should now
be acting through the proper
channels of student government
to express their views.

Dan Allen '96

Twenty-nine freshmen have been
chosen as members of next year's
Secretariat. They were selected by
Gary Garmon '67, Secretary,
Chairman, and by the Four Divi-

dion heads.

Elected were Bruce Anderson
(DU), Carl Bonanno (Bar), Lee
Bremerman (AEP), Roll Reshakar
(GC), Bruce Enders (FMD), Wen-
tell Iverson (BTP), Maria Kar-

piti (Mc), Dennis Kenzie (EIT),
Doug Limbert (BID), Clark Shus-
(St), and Steve Nadeau (PHM).

Also chosen were Juan Schue-
dor (DITD), Linda Sharp (Mc),
Seabold Smith (OX), Bill Ste-
(b), Joe Stewart (BIP), Mark Swift
(PDI), Mike Under-
ail (BTP), Helen Walker (GC), and
Fred Young (PGD).

Further information may be ob-
tained from Bob Howard (373),
Editor of the MIT Student Bulletin.
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For All Makes of Cars
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